
Just like everything else that has
to do with farming, being too good to
be true, also comes with its
downsides. Just about the only thing
that might have made Sonoma
County’s 2018 winegrape harvest
more perfect in most places is if the
grapes had picked themselves. But
the other part of having a near-
perfect harvest is having more fruit
than can be stored or possibly sold.

It’s not the worst problem to have
but growers and wineries may soon
be sharing a consumer market that
will be softening in prices and
succumbing to the age-old dictums of
supply and demand. 

Although recent vintages have
been very challenging with wildfires,
five years  of drought, labor supply
worries and more, Sonoma County
growers have managed to
adequately satisfy winery demands
and consumer palettes.

The 2018 harvest is a story of a
dream scenario growing season, a
well-paced and long harvest with
adequate labor forces and smiling
winemakers and a fruit crush that is
over-spilling many winery tanks and
inducing some premature finagling
in the bulk wine market.

“I’ve heard some of the yields
have been 10 to 20 percent above last
year,” said Tony Linegar, the
county’s agricultural commissioner.
“And I’m also hearing that lots of
winery tanks are still full from last
year.” Almost all of the county’s
estimated 220,000 tons of winegrapes
are sold under annual or longer term
contracts or harvested by winery-
owners. But this year’s extra-heavy
crop is leaving some very excellent
fruit still looking for an extra buyer
or a home.

A tango with Mother Nature
Karissa Kruse, president/CEO of

Sonoma County Winegrowers, called
the 2018 harvest a combination of a
“quick tango” and “slow dance” both
with Mother Nature as early October
rains got harvest crews upping their
tempo only to slow down to a lilting
pace of waiting for their valuable
grapes to reach their optimal brix
and pH levels.

“Overall Mother Nature delivered

a long, but beautiful, growing
season,” said Kruse. “Grape quality
was excellent. Crop size appears to
be up across the different varieties
with a little push to get tank space at
the wineries.” She said she continues
to hear consistent reports from her
grower-members of full ripeness
with heavy clusters and mature
flavors.

Evidence that the 2018 winegrape
harvest was going to be very
promising came early when late
February rains replenished the soils
and spring skies during the bloom
season stayed sunny. The growing
season stretched out over warming
days with no shattering heat spikes
like those in recent years. The
October rain definitely got growers’
attentions but impacts on the
ripening fruit were reported as very
minimal.

“I can’t remember a harvest year
where we didn’t have a single 100-
degree day after veraison,” said Clay
Mauritson, winemaker for his
family’s Dry Creek winery. “We are
really, really excited about some of
the fruit we are seeing.” The
Mauritson crews began picking their
final cabernet sauvignon crops on
Oct. 17 and expected to wrap up all
their picking before November.

Several growers interviewed
during the current harvest season
remarked about the length and
lateness of the season, with others
reminding that recent years had all
been much earlier than usual.

“I’d say this has been a more
normal season like we had 25 years
ago and up to recent years,” said Bob
Hopkins, owner of Hopkins Ranch in
the middle reach of the Russian

River Valley. “I remember always
picking fruit in mid-October and
sometimes in early November.”
Hopkins farms 70 acres of
chardonnay, pinot noir and
sauvignon blanc.

The long growing season and
desired cool nights with clement
summer temperatures equals what
growers and
winemakers call
“long hang time”
where the
clusters grow
heavy with full
and firm berries
and uniform
skins. “I can’t
believe the
complexities of
some of the
flavors I’ve been
tasting,”
winemaker
Mauritson said.
“It’s just been,
quote, unquote, a
perfect growing
season.”

The lengthy harvest also saw
some growers still picking
chardonnay as late as some of their
reds. another promising sign of
excellent fruits with the desired
balances of sugars and acids. 

The same weather that nurtures a
sterling winegrape vintage is also
beneficial to most of the county’s
other commercial crops and ag
enterprises.

A good soaking for apple
orchards

For instance, the February rains
soaked the roots of apple trees,

especially necessary in the hundreds
of acres of orchards that are dry-
farmed. Apple trees also need “chill
nights” with average temperatures
below 45 degrees to promote a good
early spring bloom. Hence, this
year’s apple crop looked much better
than a very light 2017 crop, said
commissioner Linegar. “With all the
new plantings of cider-type apples,

our commercial
industry is
beginning to look
better even though
some removal of
orchards to
vineyards is still
occurring,”
Linegar said.
While new
markets are being
developed for
Sonoma County
apple ciders,
Linegar also
praised Manzana
Products in Graton
for purchasing
more than 90
percent of the local

apple crop, while emphasizing
organic fruit production. 

Sonoma County’s total annual
agricultural production approaches
$1 billion. Linegar’s official 2017 crop
report listed $894 million in
winegrape, dairy, apple, poultry,
livestock, vegetable and field crops.
The 2016 total was slightly higher at
$898 million and the 2018 totals will
not be available until early 2019.

Winegrapes equal two-thirds of
the county’s total ag production but
there is a sizeable dairy and cattle
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A dance with Mother Nature
Heavy winegrape crop already sparkling with flavors
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TOPPING OFF — Moshin Vineyards interns Megan Heyne, Georgi Pochkhidze and Kat Sheehy were part of this sea-
son's harvest crush that some are calling a fast-paced tango.

Photo Sarah Bradbury

JUICY CLUSTERS — The 2018 winegrape crush was 10-20 percent above last
years totals. Pictured is Rodney Johnson, of Moshin Vineyards.

“I can’t believe the
complexities of
some of the flavors
I’ve been tasting.
It’s just been,
quote, unquote, a
perfect growing
season.”

Clay Mauritson 
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sector here that, more and more,
features organic production and
high-end cheeses and other
specialities. 

Sonoma County also is home to 17
percent of all of California’s laying
hens which produced $40 million in
egg sales in 2017.

Cannabis and other
developments

Although absent from any crop
totals so far, the emergent
commercial cannabis industry
already has tripled Linegar’s
workload, he confesses. The Ag
Commissioner’s office has new staff
and continues to process cannabis
cultivation permits, permitting
hundreds of acres of seasonal
plantings that started this year. 

“Our staff had to perform lots and
lots of cannabis crop monitoring to
record activity and assess crop
yields and losses for tax purposes,”
said Linegar. Outdoor gardens were
heavily impacted by the early
October rains that caused mold and
rot to the maturing flowers.

Farming in Sonoma County these
days also has come to mean
confronting animal rights activists,
complaints from urban neighbors
who don’t like tractor dust, manure
smells or nighttime vineyard
activity, plus all the usual political
rankering and lingering opposition
from some environmental groups.

“There’s just a lot of people and
groups with different interests,” said
Linegar, now in his seventh year at
his post. “I really like my job and we
have some amazing and dedicated
people leading our farming
industry,” he said, also mentioning
the support from the county’s board
of supervisors.

Linegar’s year included a life-
altering incident when he had to
undergo open heart surgery seven
months ago. “It changes your
perspective about everything,” he
said. “Mostly it makes you more
appreciative of others, like I hope we
never get to the point where we try
to dictate to farmers what they can,

and can’t grow on their own
property.”

To market, to market
Growing a successful crop is one

thing. Next a farmer has to find a
market. Fortunately, Sonoma
County has many markets, some
more challenging than others. This
year’s 2017 Crop Report was
dedicated by Linegar to Sonoma
County Farm Trails, a voluntary
membership, nonprofit organization
founded in 1973 to promote farm-
direct sales and promotions. Farm
Trails presents the very popular
Gravenstein Fair every August. 

Sonoma County is also home to 23
certified farmers’ markets which are
operated seasonally in outdoor
spaces with farmers selling their
vegetables, fruit, herbs, eggs, wool,
cheese, meat, honey and flowers
from their pickup truck tailgates. 

The biggest and most multi-
faceted market is for wine and
grapes. The Winegrowers of Sonoma
County has 1,800 grower-members
who make their own wine or sell
their fruit under individual crop
contracts. Over the past few decades
almost everyone — buyers and
sellers — have been happy. Varietal
grape prices such as chardonnay
and pinot noir have been steadily
improving to record levels. Annual
yields have been reliable across the
nearly 60,000 acres of county
vineyards. An average of 600 new
vineyard acres has been added
during the recent decade, according
to Linegar.

That upward line on the price
chart may about to be changing,
partly accelerated by this year’s
bumper crop. Before any of the 2018
fruit was picked there already was
300,000 gallons of unsold Sonoma
County cabernet sauvignon and
150,000 gallons of pinot noir in tank
storage. (These totals are only a
fraction of the total gallonage that
includes Oregon and other
California appelations.)

One wine broker, Robert Selby of
Ciatti Global Wines, called the bulk
wine market “sluggish” and
“stagnant.”

Another middleman, Mark Cuneo
of Turrentine Brokerage, said he’s

already seeing “softening prices.” At
the same time, he urged anyone
with unsold grapes or juice to look
closer at the market. “There’s still
plenty of activity,” he said in his
October monthly report on his
website.

Not like the ‘Gallo Days’
Uncertain wine markets and

contract limits evoke stories of older
days when buying and selling
grapes was very different. A half
century ago, the Gallo brothers,
Ernest and Julio, came to Sonoma
County and bought the large Frei
Brothers operation. It was said a
grower contract with the Gallos was
“as rare as frost in July.” Cousin
Bob Gallo said at the time, “we don’t
pay the highest, but we sure as hell
don’t pay the lowest.” A Healdsburg
grower at the time, countered,
“Gallo will never let you go broke,
but you’ll never get rich.”

Times have changed. And they

made a big change in 1984 when
Alexander Valley grower Steve
Sommer challenged the Gallo’s
market dominance. At the time
Gallo had grower agreements with
300 local growers. None of the text
actually included a final price, but
only listed a possible range,
depending on fruit quality.

Sommer challenged the Gallo’s
ratings system when his zinfandel
was downgraded to a mid-level
grade, costing him a potential of
$7,000. Instead of the $400 per ton
Sommers expected based on his past
harvests, he was offered $275 per
ton. A few more growers, including
Dick Hathcock, joined Sommers’
complaint with the Bureau of
Market Enforcement in Sacramento. 

In those days, just 1 1/2
generations ago, Gallo bought about
one-third of all premium wine
grapes grown on the North Coast
(Sonoma, Mendocino and Napa

counties). The three-county crop
was estimated at 180,000 tons a year.
Gallo also bought bulk wine from
other large wineries, including
Souverain, now the location of
Coppola. It was said at the time,
“without Gallo, there would be no
North Coast.”' It was also said."there
would be no wine industry in
California "

The Gallo’s market dominance
continued for many more years, but
grape contracts began to include
more binding language and pricing.
Today, Sonoma County’s winegrape
market has international influences
and all sizes of buyers and
negotiants. The current generation
of Gallos grow most of their own
grapes on their own land and are
rivaled in size by the Jackson
Family, Silverado Premium,
Ferrari-Carano and Sonoma Cutrer,
among others.

Going back to the roots of winemaking
Fewer additives
lead to a more
individualized
yearly harvest

Natural and organic wines have a
similar goal in mind — to present
the most natural, unaltered product
as possible. For a small handful of
wineries across Sonoma County, the
label of natural or organic can mean
different things.

A shared sentiment between
three Sonoma County wineries —
Old World Winery in Fulton,
Preston Farm and Winery in
Healdsburg and Littorai Wines in
Sebastopol — is the goal of embrac-
ing an older style of winemaking, a
style that doesn’t use additives like
acid or yeast to change or regulate
wines. 

While each winery has a devotion
to embracing an organic way of
making wine, they differ in how
they interact with the idea of natu-
ral and organic wine. “Natural wine
is more about what you don’t do,
than what you do,” said Grayson
Hartley, winemaker at Preston.

“I don’t think that we’re trying to
say that we’re making natural wine.
The biodynamic certification (that
Preston has) has stipulations
regarding what you are and are not
allowed to do. Anything that says
biodynamic means that we haven’t
done anything besides add a little bit
of sulfur to it.” 

For wineries like Littorai, the
lines surrounding identifying as a
natural or organic wine are not so
clear. The winery self-identifies as
being biodynamic and organic, but
you won’t find that on its labels.
Rather than being officially certified
as such, proprietor Ted Lemon said
that the company’s practices follow

more of a philosophical system
which doesn’t focus on pushing spe-
cific labels on to products.

“We don’t use cultured yeasts …
we do use (sulfur). We try to reduce
anything else — we don’t add any
nutrients,” said Lemon. “If you
think of additions as being like fil-
ters on the lens of a camera, the
more filters you add, the less you
can see the original picture.”

At Old World Winery, proprietor
and winemaker Darek Trowbridge
runs a winemaking operation that’s
represented by the name of the win-
ery. “I called it ‘Old World’ because
it’s the only way I could understand
what I was doing,” he said. 

Trowbridge’s interest in natural
wine was inspired by his desire to
harken back to the way his family

members (the Martinellis) tradition-
ally produced wine, “It was a
method that came through my great
grandfather to my grandfather to
me.”

When creating organic wine, the
lack of additions like acid can create
more variability in the final prod-
uct. “For it to work well, you have
to embrace that every year and
every wine is unique,” said Hartley.
“If you’re trying to make the same
wine every year, you probably don’t
want to make organic wine or natu-
ral wine.”

The variability can serve as a
reflection of variety of different fac-
tors that change from year to year
— from ripeness, to vine yields, to
the people working during harvest,
organic and natural wines are more

likely to change from year to year.
Though this type of winemaking

does open itself up to more variabili-
ty from year to year, the market for
organically made wines is growing.

When asked if he’s experienced
an increase in interest in his wine,
Trowbridge answered a resounding
yes. “Ten years ago when I opened
the tasting room, it was very diffi-
cult. Now we get people who seek us
out,” he said. “What I’m doing is
providing a choice, and the people
that are making that choice are usu-
ally millennials. The way I under-
stand it, this generation is seeking
more authenticity … that’s the only
way I can explain the voracious
appetite for wine that is natural.”

For Lemon, the most enjoyable
part about working to produce a

more natural type of wine is the
experience of telling people about
the lack of additions to the physical
vineyard. “I love being able to take
someone out in our vineyards —
they stand there and they’re told
that no fertilizers of any kind were
ever added to the vineyard, no syn-
thetic materials.”

Depending on the winery, the
way a wine is made can vary.
However with organic wineries, a
holistic view of harvest is fostered.
“You’re getting grapes in and tast-
ing them, touching them,” Hartley
said. “You’re immersed sensorily
with them from day one, and you’re
listening to them and working with
them, instead of working against
them. We see it as growing wine, not
just growing grapes.”

By 
ZOË STRICKLAND
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BIODYNAMIC — Littorai Wines is rooted in a biodynamic farming philosophy that comes out of France.

Photo Sarah Bradbury

DELIGHTED — Winemaker Rick Moshin (left) pictured with assistant winemaker Matt Kellermann said his 2018 
harvest reminded him of several later season harvests from the 1980s.
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Keeping your machines thriving
throughout the Harvest
RRoobbeerrtt HHaannsseenn
Hansen Tractor & Equipment Repair LLC
(707) 666-1913 • robert@hansentractor.com

BBB accredited
Service Disable Combat Veteran Owned & Operated
www.hansentractor.com

Peterson Trucks: 
Equipment for Harvesters 
Rent, Lease or Purchase
Peterson Idealease is the lease
and rental arm of Peterson
Trucks. We offer rental services
to meet peaks in demand such
as the Harvest. Located in
Santa Rosa, Idealease is your
one stop shop for Vineyard
Management and Harvest
trucks. We also sell pre-owned
trucks from our lease and rental
fleet at a discounted price. Our
"all-makes, all-models" parts
and service department can
support the needs of any fleet.

PETERSON IDEALEASE 3710 Regional Pkwy.  |  Santa Rosa, CA 95403
Truck Parts: 707-571-7222  |  Service: 707-576-1546
Sales, Rental & Lease: 707-328-9315

LARRY BRODERICK
Peterson Idealease - Santa Rosa
707.328.9315  |  lpbroderick@petersontrucks.com

Bring this ad in for discounted 
rental pricing, now through 2019
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Expert Advice for This Growing Industry • Lowest Prices Guaranteed
Locally Owned & Operated • Pick Up or Have It Shipped to You
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��� � Grow Lights
� Green Houses
� Hydroponics
� Plant Nutrients

� Trimmers
� Climate Controls
� Soil & Amenities
� Trim Machine Rental

We have EVERYTHING you need for a successful harvest!

  
WATER WELL DRILLING

PUMP SERVICE
PUBLIC WATER SYSTEMS

WATER TREATMENT
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ACORN HILL

CABERNET FRANC

DOLCET TO

MEDLEY

SANGIOVESE

“AXIOM” SYRAH

ROSATO
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North Coast brand apple products produced by

Manzana Products Company, a historic apple cannery

nestled amongst the orchards in Sebastopol’s Green

Valley. We specialize in high quality organic apple

juices, sauces and apple cider vinegar that are

innovative, great tasting and of superior quality.

Taste The Dedication.

North Coast brand apple products produced by

Manzana Products Company, a historic apple cannery

nestled amongst the orchards in Sebastopol’s Green

Valley. We specialize in high quality organic apple

juices, sauces and apple cider vinegar that are

innovative, great tasting and of superior quality.

Taste The Dedication.

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  

      

      

 

  


